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Book For Kids Minecraft Diary Of A Wimpy Herobrine 2 Cursed In Minecraft
From Amazon #1 Bestselling Minecraft Author Ever wondered what's the true story behind the legendary Herobrine. In this book, you will meet Herobrine and get to know what
makes this legendary Minecraft character so important. If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about Herobrine and his life. Yes, Herobrine exists!
But, is the legend really what have known so far? Or, is there more to discover? Find the answers to all your questions and explore the life of the legendary Herobrine in this diary
of the legendary Herobrine. This diary written by Herobrine will help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to Herobrine's life. *** Read It FREE With Kindle
Unlimited Or Prime Membership *** Don't have kindle? No worries! Read it on your PC, Mac, Tablet Or Smartphone! *** Download Your Copy Or Read It FREE With Kindle
Unlimited Or Prime Membership
An adventurous Minecraft book about a villager who turns out to be a hero! Marcus grows up on a farm, with pigs, horses, and chickens. He works at a construction company, but
the appearance of certain animals makes him question his background. Is Marcus really destined to be more than what he is? Find out in this child-friendly Minecraft story.
Keywords: Minecraft, Mine craft, Minecraft xbox game, Minecraft game, Minecraft novel, Minecraft stories, Minecraft story, Minecraft comic, Minecraft comics, Minecraft animals,
Minecraft diary, wimpy diary of a minecraft, Minecraft journal, Minecraft book, Minecraft e-book, Minecraft ebook, Minecraft books, Minecraft for kids, Minecraft for children,
Minecraft story for kids, Minecraft stories for kids, Minecraft story for boys, Minecraft stories for boys, Minecraft story for children, Minecraft childrens stories, Minecraft series,
Minecraft heroes, Minecraft hero, Minecraft book for kids, Minecraft book for children, Minecraft ideas, Minecraft journals, Diary of a minecraft figure, Minecraft video game,
Minecraft computer game, Minecraft for xbox, Minecraft consoleMinecraft villager, Minecraft villagers, Minecraft pig, Minecraft pigs, Minecraft piglets, Minecraft animal story,
Minecraft workers, Minecraft construction, Minecraft prince, Minecraft hero, Minecraft epic story, Minecraft village man
The Secret Diary of the Story of the Cursed Herobrine in Minecraft Revealed for the First Time Ever! From the Journal of Notch: "Before Herobrine was considered an Urban
Legend, he was real and had a life. His disturbing presence, causing havoc and widespread panic was because he was betrayed and left for dead. Some say he survived and
bring his vengeance with him to the living."So you're going to need to download this Secret Diary Now!Discover the truth about Herobrine Hey Let's begin, this Minecraft
Adventure will set you free!
Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Zombie: In the Cave of the Ancients Did you think Urgel's adventures were over when he got to the cave? This unbelievable little Zombie in the
Minecraft universe is one of the chosen ones and his story is a long one. The Diary of Wimpy Zombie: In The Cave of the Ancients picks up where we left our little hero. Join
Urgel as he uncovers the mysteries of the Ancient cave and uncovers what the Zombies believe in. The latest installment of Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Zombie: In the Cave of
the Ancients will give you another unique at the untold life of Zombies and have you wanting to know more about their amazing lives in Minecraft. Get your copy today!
From Amazon #1 Bestselling Minecraft Author LIMITED-TIME SPECIAL: Get The Audiobook FREE! Only for a limited time you can get the FREE audiobook version of the
Amazon #1 Bestselling Diary of a Steve! with your purchase of the Amazon Kindle version. Amazon International #1 Bestseller! If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely
want to know more about Steve and his life. Find the answers to all your questions and explore the life of Steve in his Diary. This diary written by Steve will help you uncover the
many secrets and mysteries related to Steve's life. *** Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership *** Don't have kindle? No worries! Read it on your PC, Mac,
Tablet Or Smartphone! *** Download Your Copy Or Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership *** Buy Diary of a Steve for your young Minecrafters right now
and get the FREE audiobook to start reading today before this outstanding 2-for-1 deal expires! -------- Tags: Kids books. minecraft, minecraft books, minecraft free, minecraft
books for kids, minecraft games, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft comics, minecraft story book
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Book 2: Attacked by the Wither The Iron Golem Emet and his friend Kas have
developed a stable relationship with the citizens of Mineland. But one person is about to use this relationship to ruin it all: Josh. The Server owner's brother was banned a long
time ago and now returned to seek revenge against the good people of Mineland. He intends to spawn the Wither in the world and use it to destroy the village and find the
location of Mineland. Emet was tricked by Josh and fell for one of his traps, getting locked up inside the Nether. He had to improvise a way out, but it was too late: in the
meantime, Josh kidnapped Kas and escaped to the woods. Now, it's up to Emet and the Golem army to rescue Kas from Josh's hands and put an end to his plans, before he
spawns the Wither and uses the creature to destroy Mineland. Book 3: Defeating the Monster After saving Kas from Josh's hands, Emet and his friends must now find the culprit
who has caused so much trouble in Mineland. Josh, who spawned the Wither and escaped after being attacked by his own creature, is still hiding in the server, and John wants
to capture him before he does something just as bad as spawning a Wither. In the meantime, the Armies are on their way to battle the Wither, and it's unclear whether they will be
able to kill the monster or not. Check Emet's diary and discover what they must do to overcome their challenges and restore peace in the Mineland server. Author's Note: These
short stories are for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game
coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
Minecraft: Diary of a Minecraft Kid There was a kid who lives an unordinary life and he lives in the Minecraft world. He loves building tables, chairs, and houses for his shelter and
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he even dreamed of building castles and defeating the ender dragon. You wouldn't be surprised enough until you hear more of this kid's story. This kid does not go to school like
you do and does not survive by depending on his parents. He's not afraid to be expelled by bullying, he's afraid of being eaten by the zombies. He hunts to survive, this kid was
then called the "Minecraft Kid" of all who had known him.
Love MINECRAFT? **Almost 100,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic stories about
their favorite game! The FULL SEASON THREE of **The Noob Years** (6 Episodes) ... That's SIX Minecraft Diary Noob Years Episodes in ONE!!! --- Season 3 Episode 1 - The Glitch We are
the Glitch... We are the Glitch... Waking up alone in the dark, at the bottom of the world, Skeleton Steve is confounded to still be alive. And where the heck is he?! But after finding a strange
and dreadful red portal, covered with dirt blocks, our hero finds that he has a lot more to worry about than being lost far underground! The dark and narrow tunnels he finds himself trapped in
are full of killer mobs infected with the Glitch virus--and Skeleton Steve is helpless and unarmed! Even if our hero manages to stay ahead of the afflicted monsters, how will he manage to get
out of this dark and terrifying maze of stone corridors alive? And with murderous Glitch mobs of all sorts hot on his bony heels, without any tools or weapons, how can Skeleton Steve ever
hope to get back to the surface and find his friends --- S3E2 The Sleeping City Skeleton Steve barely managed to escape the maze of dark and nightmarish tunnels full of Glitch mobs, only to
find a mysterious and quiet city of stone, sitting silently in a vast underground cavern! How on Diamodia did this strange city get here? And who built it? And worse yet--the Sleeping City
seems to be inhabited only by broken and confused iron golems intent on attacking our hero on sight! But when Skeleton Steve comes across a lone skeleton warrior named Skonathan, and
the odd swordsman refers to our hero as the Skeleton King, the plot thickens! What strange things will Skeleton Steve find in the Sleeping City, and what will he learn about his past and his
connection to the mysterious place? And will Skonathan help our hero find what he needs to get back to the surface of Diamodia? --- S3E3 Survival Island Skeleton Steve knows now that he'll
need to find some wood to make a pick axe so that he can get back to the surface, but raiding the Sleeping City's fortress and storage compound with Skonathan didn't work out! Just when
our hero is out of ideas, his skeleton warrior companion leads him to a great underground lake where a Minecraftian hermit has been living alone on an island ever since he was separated
from his adventuring party--a fellow named UltimateSword5! The lonely Minecraftian, trapped underground for a long time and surviving on mushrooms with diminishing equipment is more
than happy to help Skeleton Steve and Skonathan search for wood! But can the three of them together manage to take on the iron golems guarding the Sleeping City's storage compound?
And even if they manage to defeat the maddened golems without being killed in the process, will Skeleton Steve and his new friends find the wood they need to escape the underworld --S3E4 Clearing the Caves (Description inside) --- S3E5 Silverfish Problems (Description inside) --- S3E6 The Spider Mines - Season THREE Finale!! (Description inside) --- Love Minecraft
adventure Buy and read the "Skeleton Steve the Noob Years" Season THREE TODAY! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free
Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its
respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
From Amazon #1 Bestselling Minecraft Author LIMITED-TIME SPECIAL: Get The Audiobook FREE! Only for a limited time you can get the FREE audiobook version of the Amazon #1
Bestselling Diary of a Minecraft Kitten! with your purchase of the Amazon Kindle version. Amazon International #1 Bestseller! If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know
more about Kitten and his life. Find the answers to all your questions and explore the life of Kitten in his Diary. This diary written by Kitten will help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries
related to Kitten's life. *** Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership *** Don't have kindle? No worries! Read it on your PC, Mac, Tablet Or Smartphone! *** Download Your
Copy Or Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership *** Buy Diary of a Minecraft Kitten for your young Minecrafters right now and get the FREE audiobook to start reading
today before this outstanding 2-for-1 deal expires! -------- Tags: Kids books. minecraft, minecraft books, minecraft free, minecraft books for kids, minecraft games, minecraft xbox, minecraft
tips, minecraft game, minecraft comics, minecraft story book
If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about Kitten and his life. Find the answers to all your questions and explore the life of Kitten in his Diary.
There's not much time. I'm not sure what prompted you to read this, or if anyone ever will read this, but it's important. In case we don't get out, someone should know what happened. If you've
found this where I think you did, in the Village archives, then leave it there. Memorize what you need and run. You're not safe here; trust me, I know. This book can lead you to help; get help
and get out. Maybe you can finish what we started. Because if this is in the Village archives, if the Village still exists, then we failed. I'm dead. There's not much time. If you found this
somewhere else-maybe in a library in a nice colony, in my house, or something like that, then enjoy the story. You're finally safe. But if not... run. They're watching you.
If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about Steve and his life. Find the answers to all your questions and explore the life of Steve in his Diary.
Steve wakes up in a strange world about which he knows a lot without knowing how. Slowly, he learns about the world around him and gets used to it. Soon, he becomes friend with a Villager,
who tells him everything about the Minecraft world. During one of his walks, Steve meets with a tall and dark creature that soon becomes his friend too. The Enderman is mostly silent and
looming over him, but he is also protecting him from other dangerous animals and looking after him when Steve hurts himself. Steve starts building his life - building a house, capturing
animals, planting a farm, going up the mountain to collect ores.... Grab this Minecraft Diary Now! The perfect gift for any Minecraft lover. *note: this is an unofficial Minecraft book. It is not
approved, endorsed, sponsored, authorized by respective trademark holders.
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 87,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic stories about their
favorite game! The FULL SEASON ONE of **The Noob Years** (6 Episodes) That's SIX Minecraft Diary Books in ONE!!! --- Season 1 Episode 1 The very first diary of Skeleton Steve himself!!
Welcome to a new adventure. Follow along the 'The Noob Years' of Skeleton Steve, Minecraft writer and adventurer, back when he first started his travels on Diamodia! Fresh out of the
"Enderman Ninja" series, Skeleton Steve and Elias the Enderman Ninja are traveling east to explore a distant village on the Enderman's map. The village's library is a great place to find an
empty journal for Skeleton Steve's first diary, right But when the village turns out to be a zombie village, what manner of trouble will the two adventurers run into? And when a mysterious baby
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zombie offers to give Skeleton Steve the library's last empty book in exchange for finding his missing tome about his "Knight's Code," will Elias and the memory-challenged skeleton be up to
the task? --- Season 1 Episode 2 Trying to remember ... and Skeleton Steve gets a bow! After discovering a dangerous disturbance in the energy of the world, Elias must return to his master
in The End to report the situation. But first, Skeleton Steve and the Enderman explore Zombietown to see what his amnesiac mind remembers about Minecraft life! Before leaving the
Overworld, Elias finally gives Skeleton Steve a bow, and it's a good thing, too! Those strange Minecraftians outside town look like they're going to assault the village! Will Skeleton Steve and
Zebulon the little zombie knight be able to defend Zombietown without the help of the powerful Enderman ninja? --- Season 1 Episode 3 Skeleton Steve and the Mountain of Wisdom!! Our
amnesiac hero and his Enderman ninja friend are following their first real lead to recovering Skeleton Steve's memories--a local zombie who supposedly revived his mind at a magical
mountain shrine! But ... they can't find the guy! When the duo delves into the dark undercity of Zombietown ...(see more inside) --- Season 1 Episode 4 Skeleton Steve and the Mysterious
Tower... Disappointed with what they found on the top of the Mountain of Wisdom, Skeleton Steve, Elias the Enderman ninja, and their new friend, Slinger the spider, travel across to the next
peak over, where Skeleton Steve saw a mysterious stone tower, standing all alone on the top of the mountain. But when the strange and abandoned fortress ...(see more inside) --- Season 1
Episode 5 Into the Nether! While exploring the abandoned Mineshaft under the Mysterious Tower in the last episode, Skeleton Steve and his friends found an imposing Nether Portal, left
behind by the tower's previous owner! When Elias the Enderman ninja convinces our hero to visit the Nether to see if it will bring back memories, it seems like a good idea at the time, right?
But when the portal is snuffed out ...(see more inside) --- Season 1 Episode 6 Invasion in the Rain! The Season ONE Finale!! Still stuck in the Nether, Skeleton Steve, Elias the Enderman
Ninja, and Slinger the Spider struggle to reactivate the dead portal to get back home. But when they do, they're surprised to find Zombietown under full assault! The Minecraftian Noobs are
trying to take over and ...(see more inside) ------- Love Minecraft adventure Buy this BUNDLE of books and read the "Skeleton Steve the Noob Years" Season One TODAY! Join the Skeleton
Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book.
Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
What the fans say about the books in this Minecraft bundle: " "I chose it because Billy Miner is my favorite author... Fantastic, just fantastic." "Buy a billy miner book, and you wont regret it! Any... flaws are
made up tenfold by the sheer storytelling skill. His short reads are bursting with long lasting greatness! Hats off, to Billy Miner!!!" "Your books are so creative and amazing!" "This book is Great Good Creative
Amazing Interesting Incredible Unique Nice Awesome Epic." "Got this book for my son and he loves it. My son is a minecraft craze and so am I, this becomes our bonding moment as father and son,
priceless! In this book you'll be presented with fun and interactive stories and very well illustrated content which help you discover a lot of things inside the minecraft world." "No kidding--these books are fun.
And carry positive messages for young readers. For me, that's a real win-win. Recommended!" "I just love it all the way! Trish and Tracy are cute little mine craft twin friends who are awesomeI love them so
much! Twinzies." "I am becoming a big fan of these Minecraft diaries." "Please write more books! Keep up the great work!" "A friend of mine (3rd grader) was not a reader... UNTIL he read the Minecraft Book
Bundle! As my friend said "This book is Perfect!" This was a GREAT kid's book. Good sense of humor... Thanks Billy Miner." " [The Minecraft Hero story] inspired my kids and even I too, about the life of
Sander the knight who is slow but satisfying, until he finds out he could do better. No dull moments. I love it!" " The ultimate combo: 50 Minecraft stories written by Billy Miner Where do I start? I cannot even
begin to summarize all these Minecraft stories. You, the lucky reader, get to experience a big number of Minecraft diaries, adventures, mysteries, and action-packed battles by putting yourself in the shoes of
the main characters in these 50 humorous, intense, mythical, romantic, adventurous, heroic, and epic Minecraft stories. Read about Minecraft creepers, endermen, knights, skeleton armies, witches,
princesses, enderdragons, silver swords, enderpearls, spiders, ninjas, ghasts, iron golems, and much more! All of these stories are separately available as audiobooks. Some stories will make you laugh,
while others will make you turn the pages as fast as you can. When you're done reading, you can look in the back, where you'll find a bonus: 25 Minecraft sketches by the author, designer, and illustrator of
these books, Billy Miner. Enjoy! Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft bunnies, Minecraft bunny, Minecraft boys,
Minecraft epic, Minecraft guys, Minecraft kids, Minecraft diary books, Minecraft heroes, Minecraft hero, Minecraft girls, Minecraft princess, Minecraft prince, Minecraft mobsters, Minecraft mobs, Minecraft
horse, Minecraft cow, Minecraft ninjas, Minecraft ninja, Minecraft quest, Minecraft storybooks, Minecraft storybook, Minecraft bundle, Minecraft box set, Minecraft witch, Minecraft enderbooks, Minecraft ender
king, Minecraft endermite, Minecraft enderzilla, Minecraft enderwoman, Minecraft girls, Minecraft gamebook, Minecraft adventures, Minecraft books for children, Minecraft combination, Minecraft combo,
Minecraft mystery, Minecraft mysteries, Minecraft Steve, Minecraft Noob, Minecraft secrets, Minecraft wars, Minecraft legend, Minecraft warrior, Minecraft soldier, Minecraft villager, Minecraft pig, Minecraft
pigman, Minecraft wimpy kid
It's the First Day of School and I Know It's Going to Be Epic!! My name is Z, Z the zombie. I'm starting middle school this September, and I have no idea what the next few weeks will have in store for me. I
have a funny feeling that my older brother, R, will try to cause some problems for me, but I'm going to try not to let it get me down. After all, I have my skeleton friend, Bonnie, and my zombie pigman friend,
Trevor, to help me out of any hard spots that I might land myself into. Who knows? I might even make another friend. This school year will be my new start. I'll try to make new friends, join a club, and annoy
my older brother a little bit, too. I hope this school year is ready for me because I'm ready for it! Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized,
licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tags:
minecraft stories, minecraft fanfiction, minecraft books, minecraft diaries, minecraft short stories, minecraft short story, minecraft story, minecraft creepypasta, minecraft diary of a wimpy, game fanfiction, kids
books, minecraft books for kids, minecraft games, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft comics, minecraft story book, minecraft books for kids (fun and funny minecraft story, minecraft
book with pictures, minecraft book for kids and teens), minecraft journal book, herobrine, villager, game fiction, game stories, game books, game story books, minecraft story mode, minecraft gift, minecraft
secrets handbook, minecraft story mode book, minecraft steve series
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Diary Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Things take a dramatic turn when Herobrine, possessing Alex, drops a dragon in the middle of the village.
Mike and the others must not only make sure to stop the dragon but stop Alex from hurting himself. The village takes a hard hit and Alex falls into a sleep that no one can wake him up from. Determined to
figure out Herobrine's weakness, David and Mike leave to go north. But going up north doesn't exactly go to plan. Mike and David must navigate through a creepy village and the grove where Herobrine was
released. With monsters and curious people at every turn, will they be able to discover the next step in stopping Herobrine? With every second that passes, Herobrine's grip on the Over World grows stronger.
Mike and David are in a race against time and a powerful foe to save the Over World. This unofficial Minecraft book is not authorized, endorsed or sponsored by Microsoft Corp., Mojang AB, Notch
Development AB or any other person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the Minecraft name, trademark or copyrights. All characters, names, places and other aspects of the game described herein
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are trademarked and owned by their respective owners. Minecraft(R)/ /TM & (c)2009-2016 Mojang/Notch.
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 15,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic stories about their favorite game! Ru
is a young villager who wants to be a WARRIOR! He loves when traveling knights visit his family's blacksmith shop, and longs to be a warrior like them. In fact, Ru wants to be a warrior so badly that he
practices in secret with his uncle's old sword, until he gets in trouble with his family! Villagers are a people of peaceful traders, and there's no room for violence in villager life! But when the mobs around town
suddenly become more aggressive for no apparent reason, and everything in the boy's life is turned upside down, will Ru really appreciate finally getting the chance to test his warrior skills? Love Minecraft
adventure Read Book 1 of the Warrior Villager ... now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and
more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize
this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? SAVE 30% OFF! **Over 61,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic stories about their
favorite game! All THREE "Elias the Enderman NINJA" Minecraft Diary Stories in ONE!!! Trilogy - Book 1 Elias was a young Enderman. And he was a NINJA. As an initiate of the Order of the Warping Fist,
Elias is sent on a mission by his master to investigate the deaths of several Endermen at Nexus 426. Elias is excited to prove himself as a novice martial artist, but is a little nervous--he still hasn't figured out
how to dodge arrows!And now, when the young Enderman ninja discovers that the source of the problem is a trio of tough, experienced Minecraftian players, will he be in over his head? And what's this talk
about a 'Skeleton King' and an army of undead? Trilogy - Book 2 They're off to kill the Skeleton King! After Elias the Enderman Ninja discovered the source of the Endermen murders near Nexus 426, he
learned that the Minecraftians' presence was just a symptom of an even bigger problem--the Skeleton King and his army of skeleton archers! Will a temporary alliance between the Enderman and the
Minecraftians be enough to take down the warlord abomination and restore balance to the area? And will Elias even be able to fight the giant skeleton boss without having completed his ninja training? Trilogy
- Book 3 Elias the Enderman Ninja must redeem himself! After suffering defeat in Book 2 by letting his ego lead the battle against the Skeleton King, Elias and the three Minecraftians are scattered and
downtrodden. While healing his broken body in The End, Elias decides to return to Nexus 426 after some training with his master, to rejoin his friends and finish the battle he started...This time, they'll do it
right.But will an Enderman initiate ninja and three rough-and-tumble Minecraftians, even with their new resolve and the power of the Beacon, be able to defeat such a strong adversary? Love Minecraft
adventure?? Buy the Enderman Ninja" Trilogy TODAY! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book!(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and
more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize
this book.Minecraft®/TM & © 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch***Tags: Minecraft Book, game fiction, Minecraft Books for Kids and Teens, minecraft games, game stories, game books, game story books,
minecraft tips, minecraft secrets handbook, Minecraft Stories, kids books, minecraft free, minecraft xbox, minecraft story mode, minecraft handbook free, minecraft creepypasta, minecraft diary of a wimpy,
game fanfiction, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, minecraft journal book, minecraft comics, free kids books, Minecraft Kids Book, minecraft books for kids, Minecraft Villagers,
Minecraft Creeper, herobrine, Minecraft Skeleton Steve, minecraftales, minecraft fanfiction, minecraft diaries, minecraft tales, minecraft short stories, minecraft gift, minecraft short story.
The world's friendliest creeper's quest in one box set - that's over 75,000 words of thrilling Minecraft adventure! Follow the complete story of Mike and his many quests starting with how he defeated Lucas the
terrible creeper king and put a stop to the king's plan to conquer the whole Overworld. Travel with our friendly creeper to the Moon City and find out what the Moon Dragon is. And finally discover the relics of
the dragons and how it is related to Herobrine. Stories featured in this box set are: Book 1: The Creeper Village Book 2: The Wither Skeleton Attack Book 3: Lucas, The Creeper King Book 4: The
Underground City Book 5: The Secret of Moon City Book 6: The Moon Dragon Book 7: Possessed by Herobrine Book 8: Herobrine's Past Book 9: Saving the Overworld An Unofficial Minecraft Diary Book for
Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen / Thrilling Minecraft Adventure / Minecraft Novel THIS MINECRAFT ADVENTURE STORY IS A MUST READ FOR MINECRAFT FANS ESPECIALLY FOR KIDS AGE 5-7 , 6-8 ,
8-10 , 9-12 , THIS EXCITING MINECRAFT BOOKS IS MADE for ages 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and older. MOTIVATE YOUR 8 YEAR OLD BOYS AND GIRLS OR MINECRAFT KIDS AGES 9-12 TO READ
WITH THIS EXCITING STORY. GET YOUR COPY NOW!!! This unofficial Minecraft book is not authorized, endorsed or sponsored by Microsoft Corp., Mojang AB, Notch Development AB or any other
person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the Minecraft name, trademark or copyrights. All characters, names, places and other aspects of the game described herein are trademarked and owned by
their respective owners. Minecraft®/ /TM & ©2009-2016 Mojang/Notch.
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Diary Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Book 8: In Search of the Truth Steve and his valiant wolves are now on a quest to find out what happened to
the animals. What is causing their disappearance? Boris, Oopa, Susi and Elly are the loyal wolf pack belonging to Steve. They've been tamed by Steve but remain as loyal wolves who are always ready to
take on any missions to protect their owner. After noticing the sudden disappearance of all wild animals from the land, Steve decided to take action. He and the wolves traveled to Kami's village to seek for
help, and they heard that the people from a city called Epheral could know something. In Epheral, Steve noticed that everyone was acting strange. Even Steve's old friend, Jeremy, was not normal.
Apparently, the citizens had been brainwashed by a guy called Mozeib, who was now the leader of Epheral. Steve and the wolves have decided to investigate the city and its despicable leader, in an attempt
to better understand what is exactly going on in the world. Is the city of Epheral involved in the disappearance of all animals? And who is Mozeib, after all? Book 9: Conspiracy Steve and his loyal pack of four
wolves went to the city of Epheral to investigate its leader, Mozeib. He is clearly hiding something, and Steve knows that Mozeib must be the reason for the animals' disappearance. Not only that, but Steve
receives a new lead from the citizens of Epheral: all of the wild animals are kept in a high-security prison known as the Dump, where guards keep them on watch 24/7. It seems that Mozeib has a boss of
some sorts, and he lives in the neighboring city of Morvarth. If Mozeib has a boss, does it mean his boss is the one behind everything? What are the citizens of Morvarth doing? And what is the relation
between Morvarth and Epheral? Now Steve and his wolves have three different leads: they can go to Epheral, Morvarth or the Dump. Where should they go first? And what should they do to restore
everything to normal? Author's Note: This short story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft
Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notc

GENRE: Children's Adventure(An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen)Wolves are known as loyal creatures in the world of Minecraft. They live in wolf packs,
and will do anything to protect their group. But what most players don't know is that wolves have many stories to tell as well.Follow the story of Boris, a Minecraft wolf, and
discover how he has transformed from an ordinary wolf to a brave, heroic wolf as he fights side by side with his loyal master Steve to defend the villagers from the evil mobs. His
complete story in one complete book.Book 1: Steve's WolvesBook 2: Zombie HordeBook 3: Defeating the DragonBook 4: Night MonstersBook 5: Back to the EndBook 6: An
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Unknown EnemyAuthor's Note: This short story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are
based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) Book 1: The Village Protector Iron Golems are the natural guards of the Minecraft
villages. When spawned, their duty is to protect the Villagers from Zombie attacks and repel the invaders from the place. Emet is an Iron Golem and was created by the Villager
Kas, who is now his best friend. They both live a peaceful life in a Minecraft village, working on their daily chores and helping each other out. What they still don't know is that
Emet and Kas are living inside a Minecraft Server populated by a huge city and many players who are striving to create one of the biggest Servers in the world. The owner's
brother was banned from the Server and now returned to grief the city, with plans to summon one of the worst bosses of Minecraft to help him destroy everything. Follow Emet's
diary and his encounter with the players of this world, and learn how they must work together to fight against the player who is threatening to shut down this Server. Book 2:
Attacked by the Wither The Iron Golem Emet and his friend Kas have developed a stable relationship with the citizens of Mineland. But one person is about to use this
relationship to ruin it all: Josh. The Server owner's brother was banned a long time ago and now returned to seek revenge against the good people of Mineland. He intends to
spawn the Wither in the world and use it to destroy the village and find the location of Mineland. Emet was tricked by Josh and fell for one of his traps, getting locked up inside the
Nether. He had to improvise a way out, but it was too late: in the meantime, Josh kidnapped Kas and escaped to the woods. Now, it's up to Emet and the Golem army to rescue
Kas from Josh's hands and put an end to his plans, before he spawns the Wither and uses the creature to destroy Mineland. Book 3: Defeating the Monster After saving Kas from
Josh's hands, Emet and his friends must now find the culprit who has caused so much trouble in Mineland. Josh, who spawned the Wither and escaped after being attacked by
his own creature, is still hiding in the server, and John wants to capture him before he does something just as bad as spawning a Wither. In the meantime, the Armies are on their
way to battle the Wither, and it's unclear whether they will be able to kill the monster or not. Check Emet's diary and discover what they must do to overcome their challenges and
restore peace in the Mineland server. Author's Note: These short stories are for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve,
Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
THREE books in one! THREE amazing Minecraft diaries in one book bundle! Minecraft Story 1: Marcus grows up on a farm, with pigs, horses, and chickens. He works at a
construction company, but the appearance of certain animals makes him question his background. Is Marcus really destined to be more than what he is? Find out in this childfriendly Minecraft story. Minecraft Story 2: John and Jane find themselves fighting back hordes of zombies and wonder if it is ever going to stop. But then they meet a zombie who
is different from the rest. Will this particular zombie lead them to the solution of the apocalypse? Read the book and find out! Minecraft Story 3: Whiskar is a scared kitten. His
older sisters and mother always protected him. He gets teased by other kittens, and he especially a wimp when it comes to water. He hates it! He won't go near it... until a certain
event in the harbor village changes his life forever and turns him into a true hero. Read the book to find out how he does it! Keywords: Minecraft, Mine craft, Minecraft xbox game,
Minecraft game, Minecraft novel, Minecraft stories, Minecraft story, Minecraft comic, Minecraft comics, Minecraft animals, Minecraft diary, wimpy diary of a minecraft, Minecraft
journal, Minecraft book, Minecraft e-book, Minecraft ebook, Minecraft books, Minecraft for kids, Minecraft for children, Minecraft story for kids, Minecraft stories for kids, Minecraft
story for boys, Minecraft stories for boys, Minecraft story for children, Minecraft childrens stories, Minecraft series, Minecraft heroes, Minecraft hero, Minecraft book for kids,
Minecraft book for children, Minecraft ideas, Minecraft journals, Diary of a minecraft figure, Minecraft video game, Minecraft computer game, Minecraft for xbox, Minecraft
consoleMinecraft villager, Minecraft villagers, Minecraft pig, Minecraft pigs, Minecraft piglets, Minecraft animal story, Minecraft workers, Minecraft construction, Minecraft prince,
Minecraft hero, Minecraft epic story, Minecraft village man, Minecraft kitten, Minecraft cat, Minecraft cats, Minecraft kittens, Minecraft kitten book, Minecraft kitten diary, Minecraft
diary of a cat, Minecraft diary of a kitten, Minecraft cat story, Minecraft cats and dogs, Minecraft animal story, Minecraft animal book, Minecraft book about animals, Minecraft
wimpy diary, Minecraft wimpy cat, Minecraft wimpy kitten, Minecraft wimpy animal, Minecraft Zombie, Minecraft Zombies, Minecraft Creatures, Minecraft Creature, Minecraft
Zombie Apocalypse, Minecraft Zombie Book, Minecraft Zombie Story, Minecraft Zombie Ebook, Minecraft Apocalypse, Minecraft Guns, Minecraft Shooting, Minecraft Zombie
Novel
3 Minecraft books in one, three diaries to enjoy! Story 1: In this pigman Minecraft diary, you will be surprised when events unravel and all come together to be explained halfway
the book. The pigman Jerome has an interesting personality, and he is somewhat confused about his identity. He wants to know if there is a cure, and if his malicious behavior
can be stopped by healing his brain. Fortunately, there is an enchanted golden sword that works miracles. Now it's just a matter of finding out what's wrong with him and how to
get to the sword. A fun, humorous, psychological, and adventurous Minecraft book you should definitely read. Story 2: This is the diary of a Minecraft Mobster, who has been
brought up in the mob all his life. After stealing an important magical object and hitting on the daughter of the big boss, he finds himself in a dangerous situation and has to
convince his dad to leave the organization and look for a better future elsewhere. Read the exciting short story of Vincenzo the mobster, a guy with a good heart and with doubts
about his destined career. Story 3: When Stevie gets scared of a sponge, he realizes there might be something wrong with him. All his phobias have made his wild imagination
worrisome. In the process of self-discovery, he finds himself being scared of all kinds of things, and he wants to do something about it. Nothing will ever frighten him! Quickly start
reading this fun Minecraft book about a wimpie kid and learn what he does to become tougherBilly the Bunny is a smart one. He is inventive, which shows after trying to use his
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sister's doll for a slingshot. His brother Mart and he are innocently playing in the fields, until they discover a threatening creature that will bring the life of thousands of rabbits in
danger. Will Billy and Mart find a way to trap the wicked hunter with its clever wits? Find out and read the book. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal,
Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Wimpy kid, Minecraft wimpy child, Minecraft wimpy boy, Minecraft wimp, Minecraft wimp diary, Minecraft wimpy
diary, Minecraft wimp diaries, Minecraft wimpy diaries, Minecraft wimpy kid diary, Minecraft wimpy kid diaries, Minecraft wimps, Minecraft mob, Minecraft mobs, Minecraft
mobsters, Minecraft mobster, Minecraft mafia, Minecraft mafia diary, Minecraft mob diary, Minecraft mobster diary, Minecraft mob diaries, Minecraft mobster diaries, Minecraft
mobsters diary, Minecraft Pigman, Minecraft Pigman Story, Minecraft pigman diary, Minecraft pigman tale, Minecraft pigman book, Minecraft pigman books, Minecraft pigman
diaries, Minecraft spider, Minecraft spiders, Minecraft snake, Minecraft snakes
Minecraft: Diary of a Wimpy Kid Want to find out what Wimpy Kid is up to? He had to do some fair share of chores and a few things more in order to get one of the most
awesome presents he had ever get from his parents - his own copy of Minecraft. He is expecting the ultimate fun, but what he didn't expect was playing the game while actually
being IN THE GAME. Everything changes when he finds a little block and gets it in his computer. The mysterious block made entering the game possible and that is when the
true adventure starts for our Wimpy Kid. Fighting off a few Zombies won't be his greatest trouble. How will he get back home and how will he manage to survive his first night in
the game?
GENRE: Children's Adventure An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Age 9-12 Romero isn't like other zombies. For one, he's a vegetarian preferring mushroom soup to human
brains. His favorite pastime include scaring away people who come near his land and making bad jokes. And he's the smartest and craftiest zombie in Overworld.Follow his
adventures and misadventures through Minecraftia in one single book BOOK 1: OUT OF MY TERRITORY BOOK 2: TO THE CITY OF OVERWATCH BOOK 3: TERROR
UNLEASHED BOOK 4: HEROBRINE'S GAUNTLET BOOK 5: THE CULT OF HEROBRINE BOOK 6: INTO THE NETHER PORTAL BOOK 7: THE LOST COMRADES BOOK 8:
HEROBRINE'S RETURN Read his exploits and discover how he saved the zombie race from peril, destroyed griefers, made extraordinary friendship with a human, Captain Rick,
rescued Minecraftia from the evil Herobrine and many more great stories.Author's Note: These short stories are for your reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft
Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
Minecraft: Ultimate Handbook You will learn not just how to play the game, but how to master it! It'll take you through your terrifying first night. In this book, experts will guide you
by the hand and teach you everything that you want to know. Become a pro in Minecraft! Master your game right now! You'll be playing like a pro in no time!
A thrilling adventure about Steven and his two friends Steve finds an ender pearl when he is camping out with his friends. At first he doesn't know what to do with it, but when he discovers its magical powers,
he realizes how much he can mean to the rest of the village by simply finding the logic in manipulating time. Read about Steve, who gets confronted with dangerous bears, endermen, and the dilemma of
doing what is right. Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Steve, Minecraft Steve Diary, Minecraft Steves, Minecraft
Steve Diaries, Minecraft Steve Journal, Minecraft Steve Journals, Minecraft Steve story, Minecraft Steve stories, Minecraf Steve book, Minecraft Steve books, Minecraft Steve for kids
From the International Bestselling Authors of the Minecraft Herobrine Series, the First Minecraft Diary Books! A young, disoriented and lonely Herobrine find himself in the midst of a fierce battle. Players and
Villagers are fighting against a large group of Zombies. The Herobrine is confused and at first tries to stay out of the way, but then one of the Girl-Players falls into the hands of the Zombies, and he cannot
just watch any longer. The Players win thanks to his help and then want to become friends. Tommy is unsure about that and reluctantly follows them to a large city, build by the Players and Villagers together.
It is something he had never seen before and walking the streets of that city makes him feel strange. The Girl-Player takes him to her home, and Tommy decides to stay for a while. Everybody is asking him
where his home is, but he has no idea. Determined to find out the truth, Tommy visits the city's library and reads a book about Herobrines. The book gives him some directions, and Tommy embarks on a long
journey in search of his family and home. He has some confused memories about his homeland and his family but has no idea how to go there.... Grab this Minecraft Diary Now! The perfect gift for any
Minecraft lover. *note: this is an unofficial Minecraft book. It is not approved, endorsed, sponsored, authorized by respective trademark holders.
Minecraft: Steve Diaries Book 1 Steve, the first player of Minecraft, has tones of things he has to do around the world of blocks as he is getting familiar with the game. As he is trying to find his way around,
freshly spawned and brought to the world of Minecraft he yet has to learn a lot about, Steve is coming across different mobs - some of them are agreeing with him and some won't let him sleep at night.
Although Steve is pretty happy with his life, thinking that everything around him is made in his favor, he notices that a life of loneliness can never be a life of happiness - not even if you live in the most fun
game ever.
Three Minecraft books about herobrines, ninjas, and heroes! Minecraft Story 1: The Minecraft Herobrine is a mysterious figure showing up in the game, spooking people out, planting trees randomly and
building pyramids in inconsistent locations. Discover through this book what the Herobrine has to say about his reasons for doing so and find out more about this mysterious being in the Minecraft world. He
loves puzzles, he hates the fact that his brother died, and he is a genius beyond any reasoning. Read the book to find out how he does it! Minecraft Story 2: These Minecraft ninjas are on a mission. They
detest the inequality in the Minerslands and decide to do something about it. Providing for the poor and stealing from the rich is their purpose, but they are yet to face a true evil among them, another ninja
who stands in their way and seeks nothing else but to destroy these benevolent guys. Follow the diary of the three fighting ninjas who stay in the shadows and become more than just vigilantes. Minecraft
Story 3: The life of Sander the knight is slow but satisfying, until he finds out he could do better. Looking for answers to help him improve his talents, he seeks out the commander of the protecting knight
army, who simply asks him if he is ready to face some of the most severe tests in the country. Focused on his goal to become a true hero, Sander ventures for excellence as he come across mean creatures
and vile monsters before he can call himself a "Knight of Honor."“br> Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft knights,
Minecraft warrior, Minecraft warriors, Minecraft journey, Minecraft tests, Minecraft soldier, Minecraft soldiers, Minecraft army, Minecraft armies, Minecraft adventure, Minecraft adventures, Minecraft knight,
Minecraft heroes, Minecraft hero, Minecraft swords, Minecraft sword, Minecraft story, Minecraft stories, Minecraft for children, Minecraft for kids, Minecraft boys, Minecraft guys, Minecraft entries, Minecraft
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entry, Minecraft bundle, Minecraft books bundle, Minecraft ninjas, Minecraft ninja, Minecraft hero story
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 26,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic stories about their favorite game!
They're off to kill the Skeleton King! After Elias the Enderman Ninja discovered the source of the Endermen murders near Nexus 426, he learned that the Minecraftians' presence was a symptom of an even
bigger problem--the Skeleton King and his army of skeleton archers! Will a temporary alliance between the Enderman and the Minecraftians be enough to take down the warlord abomination and restore
balance to the area? And will Elias even be able to fight the giant skeleton boss without having completed his ninja training? Love Minecraft adventure Read Book 2 of the Enderman Ninja now! Join the
Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!)
Minecraft Diary of a Wimpy Wither The Wither is one of the toughest and most mysterious creatures in Minecraft. Being able to summon it might make you feel like you have power over it but the Minecraft
Diary of a Wimpy Wither shows that the Wither is among the most powerful creatures in Minecraft. There's definitely more to them than meets the eye. Find out how the Wither became a Wither in the first
place with the help of the Minecraft Diary of Wimpy Wither. Join the Wither on its adventure to break the cycle it's in and to get to know how he deals with bad magic spells, the Ender Dragon and more. Get
your copy now!
May 12, 2015Dear diary- Wait, no. There's no way I'm starting off like that. This is an explorer's journal, not a book about my middle school crushes.Adventurer's Log, Day 1:Unknown time-perhaps morning I,
Sir Benjamin Shortsword, arrived in the new world today, with the blessings of my people ringing in my ears, and outfitted solely with this pencil and diary. Stevespeed to me on this dark and dangerous quest,
filled with unknown monsters and devilish evils. May I endure with the perseverance of our founding father, Steve, and fight till victory is won, or until I meet my bitter end in death. I shall fight on, never failing
to- Oh, look, a sheep.Unknown time- late evening Enough flowery talk... I should probably just tell you what's going on.
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